April 8
Hello families,
Our theme for this week’s activities is equipped. God has created each
us and we are fearfully and wonderfully made, so we are Accepted. God
did not design us to do life on our own. He is always with us and we are
meant to be part of a community to care for one another and build
each other up, so we are connected. When we hold onto these, we are
setup to live like a Spiritual ACE and each one us do our part. God has
Equipped everyone for works of service. He has given us the Holy Spirit
to empower us as we live and walk with Him.
We don’t know what the next little while has in store for us. We know
that we are Accepted, Connected, and Equipped to handle it like a
Spiritual ACE.
May God bless your time at home as a Family.

I found this “Right tool for the job” printable game from the scouts uk website. Tools
equip us get the job the job done and God has equipped us with all the tools we need
for the job of life.

Craft
Make a tool belt or utility belt like Batman or a fanny pack to hold all of your
equipment, so ready for anything. You could make something simple out of
construction paper. You could braid together several braids of string to make a belt
or maybe you an old belt to work with. Use some little boxes, bags, tape, and
whatever else you can think to hold things on your belt. Be creative and see what you
can come with.

Activity
Since we have the Holy Spirit, we have the fruit of the Spirit (Gal 5).
Fishing for the Fruit of the Spirit - Cut out the fish on the next page and put paper clips on
them. String a magnet onto something to make a fishing pole. Catch some fish and see
everything the Holy Spirit equips you with. Alternatively, instead of putting paper clips on the
fish, you could have one person secretly place a coin under only one of the fish and have
another person try and find the only fish that will “bite”.
Pray for the Holy Spirit to produce fruit in and through you and guide your steps.
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Equipped

Powerful God, thank you that because I am your child,
I am Accepted, Connected, and Equipped. Please help me to be a blessing.
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